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A Few Building Blocks of Creativity
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Our Targets for Today



A Few Building Blocks of Creativity

What HowWhy



What is Creativity?

Making Associations
Shifts in Perception

Using F-F-O-E
Idea Generation

Solving Problems*
The Creative Person



Why Creativity?

How we put information to work. 

How we discover solutions.

How we make connections and resolve confusions.

How we enter the world.

How we leave our mark on the world.



How Creativity?

Problem Solving Process
Brainstorming Strategies

Multiple Perspectives
Questioning

Imagery
Attribute Transformation

Creative Environment
Technology
Production



Creative Production & 

Problem Solving  / Service Learning



Creating Solutions for Real World Problems:

Solutions That Get Implemented





Create a labeled “blueprint” and write an explanatory letter to the owners 
which explains your idea fully.   Creating products for an authentic audience 
& comparing Problem Solving processes!



Solving a Problem:  
The Plas-Art Show

After reading about how some 
communities are banning plastic grocery 
bags, we decided to send out a school-

wide survey asking about plastic bags and 
re-useable bags in our community.  We 
analyzed data and drew conclusions, we 

identified causes and effects, and we 
found an interesting and meaningful 

perspective for comparing our community 
to others.

I thought we were done then.
Boy, was I wrong!

Inspired by an artistic 5th grader, we 
decided to have a school-wide Plas-Art 
Show where all of the entries had to be 
made out of used plastic grocery bags!





Responding to Real World Problems:

Opportunities for Creative Production



US Post Office



Building needed tech-skills and 
becoming electronic producers.



Multiple 
Perspectives

After reading Tween Tribune 
articles about a variety of real 

world problems, we broke 
into teams to identify the 
multiple perspectives and 

opinions within each issue. 

In teams, the students 
identified who they would 

portray, what questions they 
might ask in their 

“interviews”, and what their 
answers would be.

This example is from a county in Kansas who banned giving live animals as prizes at fairs and carnivals.



The 
Sincere
Selfie

Project



Creative Production & Using Information

http://teacherpress.ocps.net/deirdrekelly/files/2013/06/LSEfactsFINALPROJECT0606131234PM.pdf
http://teacherpress.ocps.net/deirdrekelly/files/2013/06/LSEfactsFINALPROJECT0606131234PM.pdf


It’s not enough to 
become users of 
information, we 

must also become 
information creators 

and managers!



Third Graders’ Survey of Scientists





Survey Monkey
Google Forms



Sharing our findings with a real 
audience – our fellow students!

We created “Puzzle Piece Posters” 
which offered a question/prompt 
on one half of the poster and the 

answer on the other half.  The 
posters are spread out around the 

campus!  You have to search to find 
the answer to the question!





LSE Facts Project

A research and 
production project.  

We used Survey Monkey to gather 
data about our school community.  

We surveyed teachers, 
administrators, students, and 

parents.  Once the results came in, it 
was time for data analysis!  Finally, 

we had to create a product to share 
our findings with the school!



Parents:

How many times per month does your family go out for frozen yogurt? (Menchies, YogurtLand, etc.)

How many bikes does your family own?

How many times per week do your children see you engaged in sustained reading?

Teachers: 

In your classroom library, what percentage of your books are fiction / non-fiction books?

How many educational or social choices a day do your think your students get to make?

On an average day, how many Math problems do your students solve?

Clinic:

How many students go to the nurse / clinic each week?



LSE Facts Project

A project about research
and production.  

We used Survey Monkey to 
gather data about our school 

community.  We surveyed 
teachers, administrators, 

students, and parents.  Once the 
results came in, it was time for 

data analysis!  Finally, we had to 
create a product to share our 

findings with the school!

Creating and refining questions.
Managing unexpected data.

http://teacherpress.ocps.net/deirdrekelly/files/2013/06/LSEfactsFINALPROJECT0606131234PM.pdf

http://teacherpress.ocps.net/deirdrekelly/files/2013/06/LSEfactsFINALPROJECT0606131234PM.pdf


How do Students & Parents Use Data?

After conducting a survey 
about student and parent 

data usage, we created 
glogs on Glogster 

(educational version) and 
posted them online.

Managing and making sense 
of data is hard to do!  This 

was a great eye opener 
about what we did and 

didn’t know about drawing 
conclusions!

https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/67Y7VFR

https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/67Y7VFR




How Tall is YOUR Character?

Three teams:  Research, Problem Solving, & 
Production.

Create a “height chart” in the school hallway which 
features the most-loved characters from children’s 
literature.

Create ballots and conduct a poll to find our school 
community’s favorite characters.

Research the characters and provide “Evidence 
Pages” which show how you decided on the height 
of each character.

Create name plates using fonts which match the 
characters and/or books.













Better Than







Flash Polls

A chat that starts in our 
Morning Meeting can easily 

turn into a Flash Poll.

We have a group of parents, 
classes, and staff members 

who have signed up to 
participate in Flash Polls.  

We email questions in the 
morning – or create a quick 

Google Form – and then check 
our results at 1:00!

Learning how to use questions to get the information we need & keeping an Open Loop for a whole day!





Dialog Journals

Tough.
Time Consuming.

&
Totally Worth It. 

But…  it doesn’t always have to be in writing!



Creative 
elements during 

our
end-of-day 

reflection time 
include 

blog entries, 
video entries, 
faux Tweets, 

and 
Instagram 

images. 



Tweet It!

Create three faux Tweets 
that share the details of 

our learning today!

Extra credit for 
interesting hashtags!

140 characters…  what was 
the Main Idea of our day?



Instagram It

Compose a picture that represents our learning today.

Complete our 
“Instagram It” 

slip.  That’s 
the caption 

Miss Kelly will 
use when she 
uploads your 

image to 
Instagram!



Shoot It

Use our photo booth & our iTouch to 
shoot a video of yourself sharing about 
your day of learning!







Journal Prompts



Nuts and Bolts



Rubeus Hagrid





How to Make a Cheap 
Photo Booth

Buy 2 large wardrobe boxes 
from U-Haul.

Give them to a group of 5th

graders – tell them what you 
need and show them the 
materials you have.  

Ask them to solve the 
problem for you.  (Keep the 
box cutters for yourself, of 
course.)

:0)







Assessing journals using our stamps…

What did you learn?
How well did you learn it? 
What do you need next?

Extras & Easter Eggs



Instagram Details

Because of the district’s firewall, I 
have to upload the Instagram entry 
from my cell account or at home 
(outside firewall). 

Instagram is not moderated –
others can read and comment with 
out approval.  For that reason, our 
settings are set to private – I have 
to approve followers.  

We have a permission slip that I 
send home that parents have to 
sign before I’ll approve their follow 
request.





Time to upgrade?!

Keep that old phone!

They make great 
classroom cameras, 

voice recorders, 
mobile note makers, 

and lots of other stuff 
that I haven’t begun 

to figure out yet!

http://mrsterhune.blogspot.com/2013/09/using-old-iphones-in-classroom.html

http://mrsterhune.blogspot.com/2013/09/using-old-iphones-in-classroom.html
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Ready for  Dessert?

Just in case we have 
extra time…







Creativity & Technology



http://teacherpress.ocps.net/deirdrekelly/file
s/2013/05/3oweninventor042313.mov

Osnap
FRAMES

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WeZFVxAFJg8

http://teacherpress.ocps.net/deirdrekelly/files/2013/05/3oweninventor042313.mov
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WeZFVxAFJg8
http://www.tech4learning.com/frames
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WeZFVxAFJg8


ThingLinks

http://www.thinglink.com/scene/402800534878158850

Glogster EDU

http://edu.glogster.com/

http://www.thinglink.com/scene/402800534878158850
http://edu.glogster.com/


PowToons

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cRZQ09aCiFs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cRZQ09aCiFs

















